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The stock market witnessed another lackluster week as it inched up by 218 points (up 0.5% on a week on 

week basis), exhibiting minor recovery for the week ending Dec 24 2021. The recovery in index was driven 

by Technology, Power, and Pharma sectors whereas the index heavy weights like Commercial Banks and 

Oil and Gas Exploration lagged the market. The overall market activity remained muted, as average daily 

volumes registered a sharp weekly decline of 23.3% to 87.7mn for KSE-100 companies. Investors preferred 

to remain on the sidelines as they awaited clarity on mini budget and IMF program. Increasing political 

uncertainty amidst a setback to the incumbents in Peshawar local government elections also kept 

investors at bay.  

The market started off the week on a positive note as investors carried the positive momentum of last 

week’s liquidity injection by SBP via 63-day OMO which brought the yields down by around 25-50bps 

across various tenures. The PIB auction conducted during the week also saw significant participation of 

PKR508bn against target of PKR100bn, and similar declining yield trend was visible in longer tenure papers. 

The current account deficit (CAD) was also announced for the month of November 2021, which stood at 

USD1.9bn (USD7.1bn for 5MFY22). The CAD, despite registering a 40-month high figure, was below market 

expectations which were anchored higher due to all-time high PBS import figures. The initial positivity 

fizzled quickly as the ruling party suffered a big setback in its stronghold Peshawar, where local 

government elections and the pivotal post of mayor were secured by JUI-F. This created uncertainty 

amongst investors as questions were raised on successful passing of the mini budget and SBP autonomy 

bill via parliament. With 6th review of Extended Fund Facility by IMF executive board expected next month 

(January 12, 2022), local investors took cautious approach and remained on the sidelines.     

On participant-wise activity during the week, Foreign Investors emerged as the largest buyers in the 

market, accumulating fresh position to the tune of USD 4 million. Alongside, Insurance and Companies 

were other main buyers as each added equities to the tune of USD 2 million. On the contrary, Mutual 

Funds, Individuals, and Banks stood as major sellers in the market, offloading their equity holdings by USD 

4 million, USD 3 million and USD 2 million, respectively.  

In terms of stock market outlook, we maintain our sanguine view in the medium to long term. Although 

the economy is facing challenges in the form of elevated current account deficit (CAD) & inflationary 

pressure due to commodity upcycle and higher aggregate demand, we highlight that government and 

central bank have been very proactive this time around to bring stability and preserve growth. The passing 

of the mini budget, which aims to collect additional revenues/remove subsidies of around Rs350bn, will 

also address fiscal concerns but will keep inflation in double digits . The revival of EFF facility with the IMF 

will not only allow resumption of multilateral flows of IFIs, easing pressure on the BoP, it will also bring 

discipline on part of the government towards macroprudential measures.   

From the fundamental perspective, the market is trading at an attractive forward Price-to-Earnings (P/E) 

multiple of 5.6x versus 10-year average of 8.3x. The market also offers a healthy 5.9% dividend yield. The 

recent sell-off has sent the market valuations near the crisis eras. Given the attractive valuations, double 

digit corporate profitability growth, and expected ease-off in foreign selling from the next calendar, we 

advise investors with medium to long-term investment horizon to build position in the stock market 

through our NBP stock funds. 


